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Westminster:
A SMART City for All
We have committed to being a World-Class City for All. This
means a sustainable, inclusive and prosperous city that puts
people at the heart of what we do. The City for All vision commits
Westminster to becoming one of the best connected and most
technologically advanced cities on the planet. This cross-cutting
opportunity can enhance and accelerate all City for All outcomes
and create additional benefits too.

Accelerated citizen outcomes >>
A smarter Westminster will use technology to enable and
continually improve services to make a positive impact on the
City and for its people
Global reach and impact >>
Westminster is an iconic and global UK asset. The Smart City will
enhance brand and reputation by bringing creative digital and
technological solutions to city design, life and experience
Shared value and opportunity >>
The smart vision is to solve existing challenges but also create new
opportunity via collaboration and delivery partnerships
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The importance of SMART to Westminster’s people
Westminster’s ambition to be truly innovative in its approach to serving residents, businesses, and visitors is central
to the Council’s plans for a smarter urban future. By demonstrating how smart innovation can be integrated into the
Council’s daily operations, organisational culture, and contributes to wider developmental aims of the Borough’s
plans, Westminster can establish itself as a global SMART leader.
Serving all our residents

Supporting our local
businesses

Accommodating our
visitors and commuters

Becoming a smarter
council

Understandings of what SMART
means to Westminster are
grounded in the fundamental
need for the continue improving
how the Council serves all
residents groups across the
Borough.

The future of Westminster relies
on the Council’s ongoing
support for all local businesses,
big or small. Now more than
ever as the City looks to build
resilience, the Council must
bring about new relationships
with its business communities.

Westminster above all else, is
an iconic destination known
around the world. The role of
SMART approaches and
solutions is therefore essential
to enhancing the City’s creative
capital and visitor experience.

As London’s economy becomes
increasingly digital and
emerging technologies influence
our lives the Council recognises
the need for digital and data
leadership. We will make sure
that our services are able to
respond to how technology is
changing Westminsters’ life
chances and expectations.

The role of smart technologies
and innovative approaches
relates to all citizen services the
Council provides. Whether that
relates to child or adult social
care, access to education and
apprenticeships, or the quality of
other vital public services.

This may involve innovating
around new partnerships,
targeted training and
development, direct investment
and funding, or simply further
clarity in communication and
engagement with businesses
over the critical issues.

The possibilities of technology in
enhancing Westminster’s
experiential elements are almost
endless, ranging from
augmented reality within retail to
wayfinding around London’s key
landmarks.

The Council will continue to
integrate smart innovation into
its organisational culture and
operations, transforming council
services to provide more
efficient and effective services to
Westminster’s diverse
communities.

This SMART Vision document is the first step in delivering this agenda, and will outline the technical foundations of
future action and implementation, including how the Council itself will act in a “smarter” and more innovative
fashion.
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SMART mission statement
London’s global centre of innovation, empowered by creative partnerships that work
with residents and communities to deliver a better quality of life
What does SMART look like for Westminster?
Inclusive

Innovative

An inclusive and diverse approach underpins
Westminster’s SMART vision. This approach seeks to
capitalise on the diversity of Westminster’s communities,
helping to reimagine a SMART future for the benefit if all.

Westminster recognises innovation-for-good as a guiding
unifying concept, and specifically the need to both act
innovatively, as well as deliver innovative technological
solutions.

Here, SMART means improving access to a quality public
services and improved public realm, through both physical
and digital platforms and outreach programmes.

Innovation itself will be built into the culture and practice of
the Council, be encouraged from its business community,
and upskill residents to assist their daily lives.

Participatory
The Council cannot and should not deliver alone. SMART
solutions require creativity, collaboration, openness, codelivery, and new business models.
These extend to creative participation of local SMEs,
communities, academic institutions, pan-London
institutions leading businesses, other Boroughs, individuals
and peers. We must be willing to do no harm but
experiment, fail fast, learn and adapt.

Principles of our people-focused vision
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Westminster SMART city vision
The graphic below illustrates the core architecture of Westminster’s SMART Vision, explaining how it nests within the Council’s overarching ‘City for
All’ plan. This is explained through a cascading of thematic programmes and principles, that either build on existing elements or introduce new
concepts that enhance Westminster’s SMART credentials.

City for all

WCC Vision &
Strategy

Westminster Smart Vision

Greener & Cleaner

SMART
programmes

Extraordinary Experience

Projects and
initiatives
Delivery
principles

Enabling
Platforms

Smart City

Vibrant Communities

Innovative Economy

Empowering People

CleanTech City

Thematic portfolios of projects and initiatives

Inclusive

Integrated Data and Digital
Infrastructure platforms

Innovative

Participatory

Digital upskilling and services
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Westminster’s Emerging
SMART Programmes
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Proposed SMART programmes
Following the initial visioning process with Westminster’s leadership we were able to establish four emerging thematic programmes to explore
further. These programmes, and their individual objectives, are illustrated below.

1

Extraordinary Experience

Innovative Economy

Known as a leading global innovator
in creating a world-class experience
for businesses, residents and visitors
using Westminster’s iconic assets.

Supports and encourages innovation
through an inclusive approach that
covers local businesses, creating the
conditions for incubation, growth and
investment.

2

.

3

Empowering People

CleanTech City

Committed to a citizen centric
approach, where digital and
technological solutions are co-created
with our residents; both young and old,
all backgrounds, identities and abilities
to solve existing challenges and create
new opportunities.

Tackles the climate challenge,
optimising resources, consumption
patterns, and environmental impacts,
through a holistic and circular
approach to people, planet, and
technology.

Inclusive

4

Innovative

Participatory
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Our programmes will leverage the unique opportunities in our City
Westminster is home to some of the most unique assets not only in London, but around the world. We want to make the most of the opportunities that
Westminster provides us with to deliver improvements across the Borough. Like all major districts within major urban centres, the Borough faces a
range of typical social, infrastructural, and environmental challenges, in particular ones linked to mobility, freight and waste. At its core,
Westminster's ambitious SMART Vision will be one that wholeheartedly addresses these challenges.

Creating a truly immersive
physical experience
throughout that is augmented
by digital products and
services.

Rebuilding a local economy
through a network of
innovative partnerships and
implementing emerging
transport modes to support
efficient freight and mobility
for all.

Ensuring across the Borough
the community is properly
and efficiently served, as
well as actively participating
in public life.

Programmes

Extraordinary Experiences

Innovative Economy

Empowering People

Initiatives

Ensuring a safe and
immersive environment

Opportunities

Pedestrian and cyclist friendly
public realm supported by emobility solutions
Crowd control and risk of theft
and pickpocketing
High streets from ‘touristy’ to
vibrant and diverse places

Building resilience within
local businesses
Making footfall proposition
more attractive and exciting
Meeting retail vacancy with
new ideas and innovations
Create new employment to
reduce joblessness and
homelessness

Consistent and quality
social service delivery

Properly addressing
environmental concerns,
particularly air quality and
waste management, whilst
becoming a showcase for
impactful solutions.

CleanTech City
Delivering on Climate
Emergency declarations

Tackling child and adult
poverty across the northern
wards in particular

Waste management,
particularly in the Oxford Street
District

Access to quality child and
adult social care services

Improving outdoor and indoor
air quality

Renaissance of arts, culture,
events and 24hr city

Expanding urban greening and
nature-based solutions
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Extraordinary Experience: Illustrative projects
Westminster boasts some of the UK’s most iconic assets, whether in retail, nightlife, heritage, or tourism. The City therefore, is one of the few places
in London that is experienced by almost everyone who journeys to the Capital. The future of Westminster is one that must continue to serve these
users, heightening their experiences through a more interactive construction of space, and deployment of digital technology.

Programme Objective
Be a leading global innovator in creating a world-class
experience for businesses, residents and visitors using
Westminster’s iconic assets.

SMART
Lighting as an
Experience

SMART
ART
Exhibitions

Key Outcomes
➔Greener and cleaner public space
➔Safer public realm through improved lighting
➔Re-discovery of Westminster beyond the main streets
➔Opportunity for local artists to showcase their work
➔More legible public space through digital wayfinding

Potential delivery partners
➔Property developers
➔Retailers
➔Local artists
➔Urban designers

AR Visitor
Experience

Interactive
Pedestrian
Crossing
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Innovative Economy: Illustrative projects
Creating a truly innovative economy within Westminster will require new technologies, approaches, and relationships between the Council, local
businesses, entrepreneurs, and research institutions. In order to develop the ecosystem required, Westminster must look to embed innovation into the
culture and practice of both the local economy and itself. Key milestones could include both a physical reallocation of space (i.e. a Hub) as well as the
incubation of new ideas and solutions, all facilitated within a broader tech-enabled environment.

Programme objectives

E-Mobility Living Lab
(Inductive EV Charging,
e-Scooters etc.)

Supporting and encouraging innovation through an
inclusive approach that covers local businesses, creating
the conditions for incubation, growth and investment.

Utilising old and
underused public
lavatories

Key Outcomes
➔More vibrant local economy and diversity of local
businesses on and off the high streets
➔A user-centered, open-innovation ecosystem
➔Flexible, agile use of space that responds to changing
needs

Business
Scale-up
Platform

Potential delivery partners
➔Local tech start-ups
➔Tech Entrepreneurs
➔Universities and
research institutes
➔Landlords and retailers
➔Pop-up economy

Digital
Dressing
Room
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Empowering People: Illustrative projects
Westminster’s SMART future is wholly dependent upon the residents and community groups not only being brought along the journey, but allowed
to directly feed into the transformation process. What makes Westminster truly “smart” will be decided in the various outcomes that serve the needs
and aspirations of Westminster’s residents.

Programme Objective
A citizen centric approach- digital and technological
solutions co-created with our residents - both young and
old, all backgrounds, identities and abilities to solve
existing challenges and create new opportunities.

Living Assistant
(social care AI
ChatBot)

Urban Data school
(digital skills and
robotics)

SMART Walks to
School
(AR treasure hunt)

Key Outcomes
➔Improved quality of life for all citizens
➔Safer and cleaner environment for marginalised
groups and disabled people
➔Increased digital equity across the City
➔All demographics are digitally included through
ubiquitous access to public services and data

Potential delivery partners
➔NHS Trusts
➔Local schools and
colleges
➔Local artists and
creative industries
➔Charities and NGOs

Navigation assistant for
the blind / visually
impaired
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CleanTech City: Illustrative projects
Westminster’s SMART future is also a sustainable one. To properly fulfil the City’s full potential in becoming an iconic SMART destination, the role of
technology in achieving the Council’s environmental objectives will prove vital. Whether this relate to the climate emergency declaration, properly
tackling air quality, or a more circular approach to waste and resource use, the role of clean technology will underpin this programme.

Programme Objective
Optimising resources, consumption patterns, and
environmental impacts, through a holistic and circular
approach to people, planet, and technology.

Green City
SMART Tree

Last Mile EV
Delivery Fleet
Eco-cycle
Subterranean
Parking

Key Outcomes
➔Cleaner air for all across the City
➔A circular City with sustainable waste management
systems
➔A cleaner, safer and more efficient transport network
➔Net biodiversity gains creating value for the
environment, people and wildlife

Rapid
Wearable AQ
Sensors

Potential delivery partners
➔Utilities providers
➔CleanTech disruptors
➔TfL and GLA
➔Local sustainable food
producers
➔Eco-entrepreneurs
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Enabling platforms
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Platform 1: Integrated Data and Digital Infrastructure platforms
To enable Westminster’s SMART Vision and programmes we are in the process of upgrading our data and digital infrastructure platforms across
Westminster. Using different methods, such as the IoT, real-time data will be collected and processed from different locations of the City across different
data sources (such as air quality measurements and smart lampposts). This data will be combined and consolidated to provide unique insights through
an open interface, leveraging the value of data across the City.

Digital data Infrastructure platform

Enabling Partnerships

Data Analytics
Our Data Analytics Strategy will
determine how data is used,
processed, exploited and reported
within Westminster by a range of
collaborators.

Data Source
Data
Source

01

Data
Analytics
06

02

Digital and
data
Infrastructure

Data and Cyber Security
We will be delivering an
executable strategy to manage
Cyber Security risk that enables
and protects the Westminster’s
business and services.

Application

Data and
Cyber
Security

Data capture and storage
A Cloud based highly agile and reliable
environment that drives our innovation and
automation agenda across Westminster. This
will also include sensors, actuators and smart
objects, as well as any networks that help them
communicate and corporate in a coordinated
manner.

Westminster’s Data Strategy will
determine how data will be held,
who will/should have access,
how the data will be consumed
and, and how it will flow around
Westminster.
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Application

03
Integration
04
Data capture
and storage

We will implement a systematic
approach to shortlist and select
best-in-class applications
capable of meeting the
Westminster’s needs.

Integration
We will build enterprise capability to
bring functional domains on integration
platform and allow them to seamlessly
interact with selected external 3rd
parties through an open interface
platform.
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Platform 2: Digital upskilling and services
This platform will enable the development of the skills required to support our SMART vision, ensuring that the Council, citizens and businesses in
Westminster have the right skills to both leverage the opportunities provided by our SMART vision and support the development of a SMART
Westminster. In line with the Mayor’s Skills for Londoners Strategy and Smart London we are committed to:

Digital and data
leadership

Digital capability &
upskilling

Public trust

To roll-out a successful SMART
strategy requires leadership
across the Council. We are
committed to upskilling digital
and data leaders across the
Council that have a basic
technical understanding to
make informed decisions.

We understand the importance
of giving citizens and
businesses across Westminster
opportunities in digital
education. We are committed to
supporting individuals at all
stages of life to attain the right
digital skills they need.

Building citizen trust is key to a
successful SMART strategy.
This means that we need to
advance the public
understanding of the civic
benefit of our programmes.

As a Council we will invest in
digital and data leadership
training to upskill our workforce.

As a Council we will support the
rollout of digital upskilling from
early years to our workforce’s
talent pipeline to later years.
We recognise that this is a
continuous process that will
iterate as emerging technology
develops and disrupts the way
we work, live and communicate.

We will explore how we can
leverage the numerous cultural
establishments within
Westminster, such as Tate
Britain and the National Gallery,
to promote greater
understanding amongst citizens
about the smart technologies
and data shaping their lives.
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What is next…?
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Westminster’s SMART Journey
We are only at the beginning of our journey. This SMART Vision document lays out the core
principles, themes, and programmes that our SMART blueprint will build from. The timeline
below provides a high-level indication of progress so far, and the key milestones ahead in
achieving out vision.

Measuring success
Being able to understand and
measure the success of
Westminster's plans is critical to
the ongoing management and
communication of the SMART
agenda.

Delivery enablers

Phase 1: SMART Vision
Project portfolios

Programme identification
Vision and Mission
A vision for the future that is
inclusive, innovative, and
participatory:
“London’s global centre of
innovation, empowered by
creative partnerships that work
with residents and communities
to deliver a better quality of life”

We have identified four key
thematic programmes of work
that provide a comprehensive
view of Westminster’s SMART
Vision:
1. Extraordinary Experiences
2. Innovative Economy

3. Empowering People

We will identify and agree upon
the full list of projects and
initiatives that make up the
programmes of work. These
projects will encompass a range
of different types, such as
policies, infrastructures, public
engagements, and applications.
We will rapidly mobilise to
deliver identified Early Win
projects across all four
programmes.

Mapping out how Westminster's
fully Integrated data architecture
will enable the ongoing delivery
and planning on chosen
projects. Including what key
digital and physical
infrastructure requirements
exist.
Successful delivery will also
entail ongoing skills
development and formation of
strategic partnerships to plug
skill and technology gaps.
This is where the role of
vendors, universities, and third
party funders will be addressed
when evaluating how best to
own and deliver Westminster’s
SMART plans.

Therefore, the SMART Blueprint
will need to solidify key metrics
and targets that the
performance of the strategy can
be valued against. Some of
these targets will be nested
within the City For All plan,
whereas some may arise as
new metrics specific to the City’s
SMART transformation.
Impact realisation and
communication will be key to
Westminster having the ability to
not only “tell its story” but also
provide empirical evidence
around the key outcomes
experienced across the four
programmes.

Phase 2: SMART Blueprint

4. CleanTech City
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Annex 1: City examples
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Innovation Economy Case Study: Barcelona, Spain
Barcelona has transformed itself in the last 30 years, from near economic collapse in the 1980s, to become a
leader in the SMART Cities movement. Home to a hub of innovative urban planners, designers and
placemakers, Barcelona has been actively seeking partnerships with tech giants such as Cisco, Schneider and
Philips to apply technology to key urban challenges. 70% of of Smart City ideas come from its people.

What does SMART mean to
Barcelona?

What’s special about
Barcelona’s approach?

What key SMART interventions
has Barcelona deployed?

The deployment of SMART solutions and
innovative approaches to urban planning
has underpinned Barcelona’s approach to
urban development since the 19080s.

Barcelona has evolved its approach to
SMART through three distinct phases:

The city has now become a hotbed for IoT
pilots by big providers and encourages
innovation via 22@Barcelona: a space
designed to attract start ups and skilled
innovators to develop new technologies
leveraging the data from the IoT infra.

Strategic decision making by Barcelona’s
City Council entrenched a model to
transform the city’s economy and social
profile and promote a new economy
based on knowledge industries, moderncity tourism, and quality infrastructure for
residents, investors, and visitors alike.
As a result, technology became an
essential tool to make Barcelona more
inclusive, productive, self-sufficient,
innovative, and community-oriented.

1. Top-down, technologically driven
decision-making.
2. Bottom-up approach, with the
demands of citizens and politicians
driving the technology to evolve
solutions that meet real needs
3. Intimately link citizen participation with
both government aims and new
technologies.
Data is now available to citizens on
demand, through an ‘open source’ public
platform that is used drive engagement
and innovation at the local level.

Strategy for digital sovereignty: acknowledging the need to drive
citizen participation and engagement in decision making, making it clear
how technology is improving citizens quality of life - (Barcelona’s CTO)

The city now operates a participatory
democracy platform “Decidim.Barcelona”
that allows citizens to see and discuss
and propose planning interventions.
Decidim has greatly shaped the cityscape,
with over 70% of proposals coming
directly from 40,000+ participating
citizens.
Barcelona also has city wide ‘Fab labs’,
which are physical spaces for workshops
to upskill citizens and improve their digital
literacy, they teach the collaboration skills
necessary for innovation using new tech..
The city has incorporated smart sensors
and big data analytics into its services
from waste monitoring and collection to air
quality and parkland irrigation
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Innovation Economy Case Study: Helsinki, Finland
Helsinki is consistently rated one of the most livable places in the world. The City’s success in improving the
overall livability of Helsinki can be understood in terms of three factors: education, transparency, and doing
away with bureaucracy.

What does SMART mean to
Helsinki?
Helsinki’s approach to smart cities, and
urban development as a whole is based
on the principles of inclusion and equality.
This has manifested in policies of “positive
descriminiation” such as extra money
provided for the most struggling schools
to help even the landscape.
Helsinki’s basis for their smart city plans
are their people, and therefore the city
ensures it remains at the forefront of
delivering the best quality education in the
world. To Helsinki, smart cities means
smart people, and their journey begins
and ends with the education and
upskilling of its entire population.

What’s special about Helsinki’s
approach?
Critical to Helsinki’s approach is the
installment of an open data policy which
has been ongoing for the past decade,
and has attracted several pilot projects.
Helsinki has claimed to be “the most open
government in the world”, where they view
the city as 1) a platform, 2) an enabler,
and 3) as a partner, all challenging
symptoms of bureaucracy.
Delivering on the city's sustainability plans
is also central to Helsinki’s smart city
approach. Helsinki knows that becoming
carbon-neutral requires residents, the
City, businesses and organisations to
work together; its partnership approach
creates SMART solutions to solve its
challenges

"Transparency and openness is part of our DNA somehow… every day you
have to struggle against bureaucracy, but when you have this philosophy,
then I think it's easier" - (Jan Vapaavuori, Mayor of Helsinki)

What key SMART interventions
has Helsinki deployed?
In 2018 Helsinki was rated best in the
GDS-Index smart city surveys for Smart
Tourism, marked by the Tencent
partnership over Helsinki’s innovative
Tourism App for Chinese visitors. The
App would provide local recommendations
and help Chinese visitors plan and pay for
travel to attractions, and use popular
chinese ChatApps and payment
platforms.
Helsinki was the first city to market itself
as “City as a Service” (CaaS) as part of a
talent attraction campaign from the
capital’s most renowned tech companies.
This was a private sector driven campaign
endorsed and chaired by the city Mayor
as CEO of CaaS.
The campaign turned the city into a digital
product of this decade, and pitched
Helsinki as a Service, highlighting its
multiple perks: Helsinki's 640,000 daily
active users, key features such as free
world-class education and healthcare.
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Empowering People Case Study: Bristol, United Kingdom
Bristol started its SMART journey with a citizen-centric approach to technology, primarily designing solutions
to fit the key issues that mattered to residents and businesses. This was termed the “Bristol Approach” and laid
the foundation for the ongoing development of the City’s smart strategy, ensuring that it remains people-led
and issue-orientated.

What does SMART mean to
Bristol?

What’s special about Bristol’s
approach?

What key SMART interventions
has Bristol deployed?

Since the city’s initial plans for smarter
urban planning, governance, and design,
Bristol has centred their understanding of
‘SMART’ around the needs and
aspirations of their citizens.

Rather than pushing pre-determined ‘tech
solutions’ onto people, The Bristol
Approach provides a set of tools and a
way of working that helps different groups
– from councils and businesses, to
schools and community organisations – to
tackle the pressing issues in their
community.

‘Citizen Sensing’ is a process where
people build, use, or act as, sensors – for
example, identifying and gathering
information (or ‘data’) that will help them
to tackle an issue that’s important to them.

In 2015 the ‘Bristol Approach’ was coined,
encapsulating the city’s new way of
working that puts communities and their
needs at the heart of innovation. The
Bristol Approach focuses on supporting
people to work together to ‘pull-in’ the
knowledge, technology and resources
needed to tackle a common problem,
such as damp within rental properties.

This approach acknowledges that smart
cities need a smarter council willing to
work in new ways conducive to
innovation, and citizen sensing means a
better informed local authority

One of Bristol’s founding examples was
The Damp Busters pilot. This followed
the phases of The Bristol Approach
(identification > framing > design >
deployment > orchestration > outcome),
and developed new ways of measuring
the problem of damp in homes, including
designing a frog-shaped temperature and
humidity sensor.
The Digital Inspector project is
investigating how digital technologies can
help local authorities undertake statutory
carriageway inspections more efficiently
and effectively. The Council are trialling
the use of vehicle-mounted cameras to
collect real-time images of road conditions
to highlight deteriorating roads.
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CleanTech Case Study: Seoul, South Korea
Since records began, Seoul has remained a world leader in the performance of municipal e-Government. In
Seoul technology is brandished as a badge of pride where digital and technological culture underpins the city’s
ongoing investment.

What does SMART mean to
Seoul?

What’s special about Seoul’s
approach?

What key SMART interventions
has Seoul deployed?

Seoul, like many South Korean cities, has
been digitising their urban development
model for decades. ‘Smart’ has often
been associated with the “hi-tech” and
visible solutions to Seoul’s urban
challenges (mobility, air quality, etc.), as
well as “digitally enabled” public services.

The open use of data to provide better
experiences for city residents has
remained central to Seoul’s approach.
The goal of Seoul is to provide innovative
alternatives to solve urban problems and
to focus the city’s capabilities in making
significant changes to the lives of the
citizens. The city has made considerable
gains in ensuring increased public access
to government services and data.

The city has piloted a late-night bus called
“Owl Bus”. To determine the Owl Bus’
routes, Seoul analyzed three billion cases
of big data (i.e. mobile phone calls). A
total of nine routes of the Owl Bus have
been designated in the areas with the
highest demand for public transportation
at night-time. These buses are now
responsible for the safe trip home for
more than 10,000 people a night.

With the accumulated data, Seoul is
creating brand new services, such as
Intelligent CCTV, AI taxis, and IoT sharing
parking. In this process, the basic
philosophy determining the success of
smart city policies is “governance” and
“openness.”

Seoul Metropolitan Government plans to
open up a ‘Digital Mayor’s Office’ for
residents accessible via computers,
smartphones, and subway stations to
provide comprehensive information on the
administrative works being conducted by
the city.

The Seoul Metropolitan Government has
created the foundation to produce, store,
process and utilize big data, and is
scientifically analyzing the data and
making reasonable inferences. The goal
of Seoul is to provide innovative
alternatives to solve urban problems and
to focus the city’s capabilities in making
significant changes to the lives of the
citizens.

"The 'Digital Mayor’s Office' on one side of my office symbolizes the status
of Seoul as a global smart city." (Mayor of Seoul)

The Smart Tech Korea taking place at
the COEX Convention and Exhibition
Center of Seoul focuses on four major
topics, namely Smart Work/Mobile Office,
Smart Learning, Smart Cards and
Payment as well as Smart Life.
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Extraordinary Experience Case Study: Dubai, UAE
With its futurist skyline, Dubai has been on a SMART journey unlike any other city. It is has reimagined the
possible in the face of many challenges (such as x, y, z) using SMART tech as a catalyst, with the aim of
making Dubai ‘the happiest city on earth’ from investment in infrastructure to citizen services Dubai has been
built on a desire to break down barriers by acting quickly and experimenting through the process.

What does SMART mean to
Dubai?

What’s special about Dubai’s
approach?

What key SMART interventions
has Dubai deployed?

To Dubai ‘Smart’ has always involved the
physical experience of the city augmented
through digital solutions. As a global
destination, the visitor experience of the
city is key to its economic model.

Dubai worked with Future Cities Catapult
to develop a people centered approach to
SMART including innovation such as
digital dashboards that help residents
make better use the city data and engage
with the administration.

Dubai Future Accelerators (DFA) is an
intensive 9-week program pairing the
world’s most exciting technology
companies with government organizations
to create transformational solutions.

For instance, Downtown Dubai represents
Dubai ‘as seen on TV’. It provides a
unique and sought after ‘luxury
experience’, from its modern architecture
and famous skyline, to its famous
boulevards and five star hotels.

Smart Dubai has been hosting the Global
Blockchain Challenge inviting Blockchain
startups to pitch their latest blockchain
innovations which can be potentially
implemented in Dubai. The Dubai Smart
City Accelerator supports innovative firms
in IoT and Connectivity, Urban
Automation and Mobility, Artificial
Intelligence, Blockchain, Open City Data,
Sustainable Cities and Living, Smart
Government, and the Smart Retail
industry.

By 2021, we aim to make Dubai a completely paperless city, ensuring all
government transactions are 100% digitized, saving 1,000,000 trees. We
are past imagining the future, we are now creating it… (Smart Dubai)

In terms of infrastructure, Hyperloop
Dubai aims to cut the 86 mile journey
from Dubai to Abu Dhabi to 12 mins at
speeds of up to 1,200km per hour. Dubai
also aims to convert 25% of trips to air
taxis by 2030, testing has been underway
since 2017 (Volocopter and EHang)
In terms of services, Robocop is an
experimental robot patrolling the streets
24/7 as a measure of public security. If
the pilot is successful, these bots could
make up a quarter of the Dubai by 2030.
Apps like DubaiPay and the Emirati
cryptocurrency called emCash are already
accessible. Smart Dubai has partnered
with tech giants like IBM and Consensys
to develop its cryptographic technology.
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Empowering People Case Study: Tallinn, Estonia
Tallinn’s way to become a smart city revolves around three keywords: accessibility, interoperability, and
user-friendliness. Tallinn has managed to harmonize its urban and digital development with the evolution of
Estonia as a digital society.

What does SMART mean to
Tallinn?

What’s special about Tallinn’s
approach?

What key SMART interventions
has Tallinn deployed?

For Tallinn, being a “smart city” or an
intelligent city means providing good
digital services through effective IT
solutions, but no less important is the fact
that citizens are willing and able to use
them.

Citizens are involved in the decisionmaking, and urban planning process

The three most popular e-Services:

Tallinn aims to develop solutions that are
useful for the public. So far, “smart” has
meant using the latest technology, having
a comprehensive Wi-Fi network,
providing seamless e-services, and
opening up data to the public commons.
Now the ambition is shifting towards
involving people in the planning process
and making planning smarter in general.

Currently unravelling a ‘digital planning
register’ - In the register, there is a
citizen’s work desk for example, where
everyone can preset notifications about
preferred areas, as well as sending
proposals about architectural drawings
and block plans.
Recently launched first digital participation
tool AvaLinn (OpenCity). - The mobile
application AvaLinn is a co-creation tool
for gathering feedback and ideas for
spatial planning and new developments
from the citizens.

1. Web app for public transport timetables, online tracking, journey
planner, city map
2. App for Traffic camera - real-time
travel info
3. Official Web Map of Tallinn - providing
the most detailed and up to date info
about developments in the city space.

Finest Twins plan for the Tallinn-Helsinki
area aka “Talsinki”
• Cross-border sustainability between
Tallinn and Helsinki
• Digital governance and urban
analytics offer countless opportunities.

“The SMART Capital City of a Digital Nation”

• Finest Twins relies on ICT to close
gaps in regional cohesion and
economic development through
digitalisation, spillover effects, and
social entrepreneurship.
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